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IN THE SPOTLIGHT Backlit Corian counters 
in the foyer accommodate the café and box 
office (left). The new interior lighting show-  
cases both old and new structure (this page), 
giving the building a commanding presence. 
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York Theatre Royal
De Matos Ryan  
By Chris Foges 
In De matos ryan’s renovation of York Theatre Royal, sensi-
tive and ingenious lighting plays a vital role in lending 
coherence to the diverse parts of a building that has been 
much altered over its 272-year history. At the theater’s core is 
an 18th-century auditorium constructed over medieval founda-
tions, around which a larger stone envelope was built in the 
late 19th century. A 1967 extension by Patrick Gwynne added 
foyer and café spaces on two stories. Its glass walls reveal an 
internal forest of concrete columns whose mushroom profiles 
produce the impression of pointed arches when seen in per-
spective, subtly alluding to the gothic style of the Victorian 
facades. 

At the time, a building review in The Architects’ Journal noted 
the way that the transparent extension brought the activities 
of the theater into full public view, “particularly at night . . .  
when the interior is brilliantly lit by spotlights.” By the time 
De Matos Ryan arrived on the scene, this effect had been large-
ly lost. Gwynne’s original fixtures had been replaced piece- 
meal over time, while retrofitted mechanical and electrical 
equipment had infested the concrete soffits. 

The firm’s principal task was to boost audiences and encour-
age building use at other times by improving the bars and 
foyers “in such a way that it’s obvious that this is a place with 
life in it,” says partner Angus Morrogh-Ryan.

In the older building, discreet spotlights are now trained on 
patches of exposed medieval and Victorian stone walls, cel-
ebrating the theater’s layered history. In the extension, the 
architects stripped out clutter and used light to capture 
Gwynne’s original ambience. As new cable routes could not be 
cut through the protected concrete, a linear fixture was de-
vised to sit within the shallow channels formed at the 
junctions between the spreading column tops. A black alumi-
num band sits flush with the concrete, forking to follow fault 
lines across the soffits. Spotlights mounted on recessed track 
hang from the center, while LED-lit translucent strips along 
both edges seem to detach the fixture from its surroundings. 
Cables for audiovisual and fire-detection equipment are also 
integrated in the compact installation.



LAYERS OF TIME Black aluminum strips delineate concrete vaults in Patrick Gwynne’s 
1967 extension and house lighting and fire-detection equipment (above).  Newly installed 
roof lights are encircled by halos of color-changing LEDs (below).
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Relatively few spots point downward. Most are directed at columns and 
soffits, whose illuminated surfaces contribute to the perception of a well-lit 
space. Warm white light brings out the mellow, sandy hues of the locally 
sourced concrete aggregate that Gwynne used to harmonize with the York 
stone facades. Recreating Gwynne’s distribution of light relied more on 
trial and error than calculation, says Morrogh-Ryan. “I was up ladders 
myself changing things until we got it right.”

Circular cast-glass skylights above the main stair, originally illuminated 
by exterior fixtures, had long since failed and been removed. De Matos 
Ryan installed modern equivalents ringed by color-changeable LEDs. The 
ability to vary the color of light applies throughout, and allows foyers and 
circulation areas to reflect theater programming or to function as small 
performance spaces. In a new bar in the Victorian building, the counter 
appears as a luminous band. Its design references technologies tested by 
Gwynne. In place of backlit Bakelite—which he used for signage—De Matos 
Ryan designed translucent Corian panels backed by sheets of clear acrylic, 
edge-lit by LED strips on all four sides.

Another social space, a street-side café, has been prominently located in 
the Victorian building’s former entrance colonnade, which has been par-
tially glazed to enclose it. Downlights in its slatted ceiling radiate a warmth 
that draws theatergoers in. The newly cleaned gothic facade was also given 
low-key accents by subtle rows of uplights. “Local conservation officers 
might still say we’ve done too much,” says Morrogh-Ryan, “but we wanted 
to give the building a civic presence.” With the glazed café and extension 
glowing like lanterns, the welcome offered by the theater’s exterior is an 
enticing prelude to the warmth now found within. n
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 1  MAIN ENTRANCE

 2 COLONNADE

 3  FOYER

 4 BOX OFFICE

 5  COAT CHECK

 6  CAFÉ

 7 RESTAURANT

 8  MAIN AUDITORIUM

 9  MODULAR STAGE

 10 STUDIO THEATER

 11 EVENTS SPACE

 12 STAFF ENTRANCE
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ARCHITECT: De Matos Ryan — Angus 
Morrogh-Ryan, director in charge; Raquel 
Borges, project architect

ENGINEERS: Price Myers (structural); P3r 
(services); James Edgar (heritage)

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:  
William Birch & Sons

CONSULTANTS: Bilfinger GVA (project 
management); Charcoalblue (theater and 
acoustics) 

CLIENT: York Citizens Theatre Trust

OWNER: York Conservation Trust

SIZE: 34,500 square feet

COST: $5 million

COMPLETION DATE: April 2016

SOURCES

LIGHTING: IBL Lighting; Astro Lighting; 
Light Projects; Lighting Logic

SOLID SURFACE: DuPont Corian

GLAZING: Gresson
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